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SUMMARY

Active magnetic bearings (AMB) are typical mechatronic systems. Their employment in

rotating machinery offers the possibility for active control of the dynamics of the shaft as well as

use as a diagnosis tool. The use of an AMB can make turbomachinery safer and more efficient. In

many cases an accurate knowledge of the beating forces is demanded. A specific example where

this topic is relevant is briefly described in this paper. It is a test-rig which was designed for the

identification of physical parameters such as stiffness, damping and inertia coefficients of journal

bearings, annular seals and others. The AMB are used as exciters in order to apply an artificial and

controlled motion on a test shaft. For the identification of the unknown coefficients, it is necessary

to measure time dependent displacements and forces, which are acting on the moving shaft, with

sufficient accuracy. The measurement of the shaft movement, e.g. by eddy current sensors, with

very low errors is state of the art whereas the determination of the beating forces with high

accuracy takes much more effort. A very simple and cheap possibility is based on the

measurement of beating coil currents and the air gap between rotor and magnet (i-s-method). The

main advantage of this approach is that no additional sensor devices other than the ones which are

required for the control system of the AMB, are necessary. But this method has the disadvantage

of neglecting eddy current losses as well as hysteresis and saturation effects of the core material.

Hence the measured force is polluted by an error of amplitude and phase with unknown quantities.

Due to lamination of the magnets and the magnetized parts of the shaft in combination with

comparatively low rotational speeds and excitation frequencies, eddy current losses are of less

imnart_npp ond th,_ ,_rrr_r ie daminotpd hy th,_ hy_tara_i_ The. characW.ri._tic of the force error by

using the i-s-method is shown by theory and with experimental help. In addition to that, the paper

presents a new method that allows a prediction and, hence, correction of errors due to hysteresis

and saturation effects. It is based on a model by which the hysteresis of the core material can be

simulated. The results of the model are verified by measurements. In a specific test, it is shown
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thattheerrorof theforcemeasurementcanbe reducedfrom 9% down to 1.5% in amplitude. The

phaseshift due to hysteresislossesis shown to be lessthan2° for the corematerialusedin the
test-rig. Hencethe capabilityof the method is proven, which allows a much more accurate
identificationof rotordynamiccoefficientswith the test rig. In addition to that, it offers the
possibilityof precise,simpleandcheapforcemeasurementin anymachinerywhereAMB areused
for shaftsupport.

INTRODUCTION

Figure 1showsa testrig which is designedfor the identificationof rotordynamicparameters,
such as stiffness, damping and masses. The knowledge of these coefficients allows a
comprehensivedescriptionof thedynamiccharacteristicsof componentswhich are usedin fluid
handlingmachinery.Thetestresultsof a long annularseal,an impeller anda hydrostaticbearing
havebeenpublishedup to now. Thoseresultscanbeusedfor deepeningtheknowledgeaboutthe
behavior of the componentsthemselvesand their influenceon the rotordynamicsof the whole
turbomachine.Therestrig usesactivemagneticbearings(AMB) for rotor support. In parallel,the
AMB-systemis usedto applyawell definedrelativemotionbetweenrotorandstator,by which the
fluid forcesin thetest-componentaregenerated.In orderto identify the rotordynamiccoefficients,
it is necessaryto measuredisplacementsand forces simultaneously. The measurementof
displacementsis doneby eddycurrentprobeswith anaccuracyof 1%or better.

Fig. 1 Sec'tio,ull _h'awing oJ'a AMB Compo_tetzt Tester used for ide_ltiJication oJ"

physical parameters
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The forces are measured indirectly by using values from the magnets. The force, which is 
acting on the shaft due to a single magnet as shown in Fig. 2, can be calculated from the change of 
the magnetic field energy in the air gaps. Assuming a homogenous magnetic field in the air gaps 
and neglecting stray fluxes yields the single force f. 

1 N 
a 
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S 

Figure 2: Single magnet of a radial magnetic bearing 

The flux density BL can be substituted by the magnetic field strength HL. 

B L = P ' o . H L  

Introducing the formulation for HL as follows 
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This formulationcontains,besidesknown geometricalandmaterialdependentvalues,thecoil
currentI andtheair gap s, which aremeasurablephysicalvalues. The magneticfield strengthin
the laminatedcoreHEEis unknown and not possibleto measure. Henceit is neglected,which
finally givesa basicequationwherethe forceof a singlemagnetcanbecalculatedfrom i and s.
Therefore,wecall it the i-s-method. The resulting force is not the real force but an indirectly
measuredforce,includingerror.

.'9

fm =-lA_0c°s_N2--3-1- (5)
4 S-

ERRORS DUE TO THE I-S METHOD

Now the consequences of neglecting the field strength in the core material are demonstrated

again for a single magnet. The combination of eq. (4) and (5) yields an expression which

represents the difference between the measured force by the i-s-method and the real force. Hence it

is formulation for the force measurement error.

V_.s'X/A'_0 -cosct. 1FE. HFE (6)

It appears that the measured force is always higher than the real force. It is simple to

understand, because the measured coil is not completely transformed in a magnetic force. A part of

it has to be used for magnetization of the iron, which is neglected by the i-s-method. It is also

obvious now that the force measurement error must be dependent on the properties of the core

material and on the real magnetic force because HEE is related to the flux density in the core BEE,

which again is related to the real force as it is shown in eq. (7). Hence the characteristics of HEE

over BEE is given by a hysteresis loop, which is determined by the material used.

_= /A.cosc__t° •BFE
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Figure 3 shows the outer hysteresis loop of the material used for the bearings, without the

virgin curve.

Figure 3."
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Characteristic hysteresis loop of laminated core material

Following the expressions of eq. (6) and (7) the difference between i-s-measured force and the

real force, hence the force measurement error, must have the same characteristic dependence on the

real force as is shown in figure 3. This has been proven by an experiment with the test rig. The

net real force is measured by calibrated load cells and the i-s-method yields the net measured force.

The result for one pair of magnets acting in opposition to each other is presented in figure 4. It

shows the typical error characteristic depending on the beating load. Equation (6) shows that the

force measurement error also depends on the air gap s. By calibration this dependence can be

eliminated with an electronic circuit. It also has to be noted that the major loop in figure 4 results

from two minor loops from both single magnets.
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The function f(B) is a formulation of the hysteresis curve and g(B) determines the thickness of

the loops. The formulation used is restricted to the points where the upper and the lower curve

meet each other, i.e. the case of complete saturation is not treated.

f(B) = AI .tan(A2.B ) for IBI___Bs (9)

df I _ A4]B]/1g(B)=-_--_, l-A3.ex _s_-(-_] for IB]<B s
(lO)

The coefficients A 1 ... A4 are calculated iteratively. The characteristic values for the remanent

flux density the coercive field strength and the gradients O i are known for the core material in the

beatings.

2. A2.g s- H s = sin(2. A 2. Bs) (11)

AI = ns'cot(A2" Bs) (12)

l

Bs = A---7' ac°sx/A1" A2 "gs (13)

A 3=1 AI_A2 +y.H c (14)

Br-Bs n[
• 1 1

A4 = Br _33- co 2 A2(l /]AI'A2"A3 • _r+¥.Al.tan(A2.Br) (15)

Integration of eq. (8) yields two integral equations, which allows a description of each point of

the outer B-H-curve between upper and lower boundaries. The upper and the lower curves of the

loop are formulated separately.

Hu(B) = f(B)+ e-'/B

B

I
-- B nlglx

[_ d__ (,.)] e-y. _°¢.)-

Hd(B) = f(B)_e YB .
- -h--_ tq)j. e-Yq d_

B

(17)
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Theinner loopsof thehysteresisaregivenby eq.(18)and(19):

Hit. = t'(B)+cosh[T.(Bmi n - B)]'

B

f
B it)In

,) _ _dr (_)].sinh[T.(Bmi n-_)]d_=(_') dB .)
(18)

Hid = f(B)-cosh[_/.(B - Bmax) ]"

B

f
Bmax

(g(F.,)-df(_)dB " ))'sinh[Y" (Bma x.... -_,)]d_,
(I 9)

With the help of equations (1), (4), (5) and the hysteresis equations (16) to (19) the related real

magnetic force, which is applied to the shaft by a pair of magnets, can be correlated to the

measured force by the i-s-method. Hence, the force error due to neglecting the magnetization of

the iron can be calculated.
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RESULTS 

The measured force error loop from fig. 4 is used to tune the free parameters of the model. It 
represents the outer hysteresis loop, which is given by eq. (16) and (17). The comparison 
between simulated and measured results for one pair of radial magnets is shown in figure 5 on the 
left-hand side. 

-7500 -5000 -2500 0 2500 5000 7500 -7500 -5000 -2500 0 2500 5000 750 

Fred PI Freal IN 
Fig. 5. Correlation of riieasiired cind simulated force error hysteresis loops Clef) and 
sirniil~tted inner 100p.c (right) of one pair of radial magnets 

Specifically in the working range of the magnets there is a very good correlation between 
The difference at higher force levels may k the result of incipient theory and experiment. 

saturation of the amplifiers of the magnets. 

On right side of figure 5, some simulated inner loops arc presented. Those loops are the 
basis for calculating the force errors for any desired force amplitude. The end points of the inner 
loops are drifting away from the outer one when there are no effects from saturation anymore. 
This results in a minimum of force error at 3200 N force level (see fig. 6). The increase of error 
for lower real forces is due to the stronger contraction of the loop on the F,,,-axis. 

I t  should be realixd that the i-s force measurement method leads to an error in  force amplitude 
of at least 5.8% for each pair of magnets. Tremendous deviations are expccted when the full 
saturation of the material is reached. In addition to that, it has to k recognized that low forcc 
levels result in errors of about 10% for one pair of magnets. 
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Relative Force Measurement Error (Amplitude)
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Fig. 6. Model based calculated relative force measurement error due to hysteresis

APPLICATION AND VERIFICATION

In order to test and verify the method, a specific test setup was created, where the AMB test-rig

was used for identification of the well known bending stiffness of a clamped beam in the way as

described, for example in [1]. In a simplified sketch, figure 6 shows the test configuration.

Bearing 2 Bearing 1

_ Calibrated

\ i-Jr" ...... _ Load-Cell

Shaft oftlae Test-Rig i(Stiffness c)

Fig '_ cI...,,._. _,_. test ..._.a,_,,,.<,t;_,, r%r iclt, nti_r'rltit)n t_f a ctif/_leXs• v. ,._¢vr....t,_tt, tlJ ttt.r., t...,Jt_.5_.,_t ¢..._,_d ......... _; .......... d .... .j.j ....

The measured forces at beating 1 and 2 together with the artificial pure lateral shaft motion are

in direct correlation with the beam stiffness c. An additional load cell is used for reference.

The stiffness identified by the load cell is identical to the analytically calculated value of 4.58

MN/m. Using the bearing forces delivered by the i-s-method for identification results in a

stiffness of 4.95 MN/m. Hence it is 8% higher than the real value. The application of the model
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basederror calculationfirst needsthe real forces at the magnetic bearings, which are accurately

determined from geometrical values, the mass of the shaft and the real stiffness c of the beam. At

bearing 1 there is a force magnitude of F1=237 N and at bearing 2 only F2=53 N is reached. The

hysteresis model delivers theoretical relative errors in amplitude of F1=9.5% and F2=9.8%.

Hence this theory forecasts a relative error of the stiffness of +9.4%. It has to be noted that for

this application the magnitude of the beating forces are quite low. In spite of that, the result of the

error calculation is very close to reality.

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

It has been demonstrated that the characteristic error of applying the i-s-method for measuring

AMB-forces is based on the hysteresis of the magnetized core material. With help of a hysteresis

model it was possible to simulate the force error characteristic of a radial bearing used in a test-rig.

The method was verified by a specific test.

It has to be noted that the model still does not fully match reality. First of all the rotation of the

shaft, which also causes losses in the rotor material, is not included. Furthermore, the effect of

frequency dependence on the hysteresis curves was only estimated in this case. All these effects

are taken into account by measuring the magnetic flux. The application of Hall Sensors allows

force calculations with an accuracy of up to 1.5% for static and 5.5% for dynamic forces.

However, the i-s-method could be applied without additional hardware on existing magnetic

bearings and the hysteresis calculation allows a much more accurate identification of physical

parameters with help of the AMB's.
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